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ABSTRACT: Theory of computation is always been an issue for the students to understand. So there is a research gap 
which will ease the process of teaching learning. Our research objective is to develop method to make teaching learning 
process of theory of computation easier, simpler and understandable. In this paper we develop an algorithm which will gen-
eralize the design of finite automata that Accept Strings Over Input Symbol a, b Having Atmost x Number of a & y Number 
of b. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

 
Objective of this paper is to develop an efficient algo-

rithm that generalize the method of design of finite automa-
ta that accept strings over input symbol a, b having atmost x 
number of a & y number of b.  

 

2 MYTHOLOGY  
 

In automata theory, a branch of theoretical computer sci-
ence, a deterministic finite automaton (DFA)—also known 
as deterministic finite state machine—is a finite state ma-
chine that accepts/rejects finite strings of symbols and only 
produces a unique computation (or run) of the automaton 
for each input string.[1] 'Deterministic' refers to the unique-
ness of the computation. In search of simplest models to 
capture the finite state machines, McCulloch and Pitts were 
among the first researchers to introduce a concept similar to 
finite automaton in 1943.[2][3] 

A DFA is defined as an abstract mathematical concept, 
but due to the deterministic nature of a DFA, it is imple-
mentable in hardware and software for solving various spe-
cific problems. For example, a DFA can model software 
that decides whether or not online user-input such as email 
addresses are valid.[4] 

Finite Automata (M) is defined as a set of five tuples (Q, 
∑, δ, Q0, F) 

Where  
Q= a finite, non-empty set of states 
∑= a finite, non-empty set of inputs  
δ is the state-transition function:  
δ:QX∑→Q 
Q0 is the initial state  
F is the set of final states, a (possibly empty) subset of Q. 
δ can be represents using either of three approach given 

below 
Transition Graph.  
Transition Function. 
Transition Table. 
We had used the transition table as the approach to repre-

sent δ.  
 
Algorithm 
 
By applying this Algorithm we can design Deterministic 

Finite Automata that accept strings over input symbol a, b 
having atmost x number of a & y number of b 

 
Algorithm to draw TG 
 
Deterministic Finite Automata M= (Q, ∑, δ, Q0, F) 
Where  
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Q= {q11,q12,q13,….q21,q22,……qij} 
∑= {a,b} 
δ:QX∑→Q{Represented by Transition Graph } 
Q0 = qij when i=j and i=j=1. i.e. q11 
F={q11,q12,q13,….q21,q22,……qij} 
Let Q be the set of states in Deterministic Finite Automa-

ta  such that Q={q11,q12,q13,….q21,q22,……qij} 
Where i = 1 to x+1 
j= 1 to y+1 
Input Symbol ∑={a,b} 
q11 is the initial state.  
Design a directed transition graph having (x+1)*(y+1) 

states and mark all states as final states. 
Label each node as q11,q12,q13,….q21,q22,……qij   
Where i = 1 to x+1; j= 1 to y+1; x= na  &  y=nb      
FOR i= 1 to x 
do 
FOR  j= 1 to y 
do 
if  i=j=1 then qij ε Q0  (Initial State)   
else there exist a edge E such that δ(qij,a)→qij+1 
done inner loop 
done outer loop 
FOR i= 1 to x 
do 
FOR  j= 1 to y 
do 
if i=j=1 then qij ε Q0  (Initial State)   
else there exist a edge E such that δ(qji,b)→qj+1,i 
if i=x+1 and j=y+1 then there exist δ(qij, a)→qij and  

δ(qij, a)→qij. 
done inner loop 
done outer loop 
q11 being the initial state  
DFA “M” will strings over input symbol a, b having 

atmost x number of a & y number of b if all the input is 
consumed and halting state is the final state. 

 
3 IMPLEMENTATION 
 
3.1 Design a DFA that accept Strings Over 

Input Symbol a, b having atmost three a’s 
& three of b.  

 
Let the resultant DFA is M= (Q, ∑, δ, Q0 , F) 
Q = {q11, q12, q13, q14, q21, q22, q23, q24, q31, q32, q33, q34, 
q41, q42, q43, q44} 
∑ = {a,b} 
δ is given by transaction graph in Figure 1 
Q0  = { q11} 

F  = {q11, q12, q13, q14, q21, q22, q23, q24, q31, q32, q33, 
q34, q41, q42, q43, q44} 

 
Figure 1 TG of DFA that accept Strings Over Input 

Symbol a, b having Exactly three a’s & three of b. 
 
Design a DFA that accept Strings over Input Symbol a, b 

having atmost two a’s & only one b.  
 
Let the resultant DFA is M= (Q, ∑, δ, Q0 , F) 
Q = {q11, q12, q13,q21, q22, q23} 
∑ = {a, b} 
δ is given by transaction graph in Figure 2 
Q0  = { q11} 
F  ={q11, q12, q13,q21, q22, q23} 
 

 
Figure 2 TG of DFA that accept Strings Over Input Symbol a, 

b having Exactly two a’s & only one b 
 
3.2 Design a DFA that accept Strings over 

Input Symbol a, b having atmost only one 
a & two b.  

 
Let the resultant DFA is M= (Q, ∑, δ, Q0 , F) 
Q = {q11, q12, q21, q22, q31, q32} 
∑ = {a,b} 
δ is given by transaction graph in Figure 3 
Q0  = { q11} 
F  = {q11, q12, q21, q22, q31, q32}  
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Figure 3 TG of DFA that accept Strings over Input Symbol a, b 

having exactly only one a & two b. 

 

4 RESULT ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION  
 

The simulation results presented in this section were run 
with Java Formal Languages and Automata (jFLAP). 

 
4.1 Simulation of DFA that accept Strings 

Over Input Symbol a, b having atmost 
three a’s & three of b.  

 

 
Figure 4 Multiple string test result based on 5.4.1 

 

4.2 Simulation of DFA that accept Strings 
Over Input Symbol a, b having atmost 
two a’s & only one b.  

 

 
Figure 5 Multiple string test result based on 5.4.2 

4.3 Simulation of DFA that accept Strings 
over Input Symbol a, b having atmost on-
ly one a & two b.  

 

 
Figure 6 Multiple string test result based on 5.4.3 

 

4.4 Test for existence of NFA in DFA that ac-
cept Strings Over Input Symbol a, b hav-
ing atmost three a’s & three of b.  

 

 
Figure 7 Test for existence of NFA in DFA based on 5.4.1 

 

4.5 Test for existence of NFA in DFA that ac-
cept Strings Over Input Symbol a, b hav-
ing atmost two a’s & only one b.  

 

 
Figure 8 Test for existence of NFA in DFA based on 5.4.2 

 

4.6 Test for existence of NFA in DFA that ac-
cept Strings over Input Symbol a, b hav-
ing atmost only one a & two b.  
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Figure 9 Test for existence of NFA in DFA based on 5.4.3 

 
It has been observed that except the case of unary base 

number in algorithm 4.1 this computation model works ap-
propriately and producing adequate results 

 
5 CONCLUSION  

 
This research will definitely enhance the teaching learn-

ing environment of theory of computation and helps engi-
neering students to design DFA. Current model work with a 
limitation of null string and the algorithm works well with 
two input variable only. 
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